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- 1.5 Sale Overview Firefox Cache Protector is a lightweight Windows application designed specifically for helping you restrict
Firefox from deleting its cache. The browse cache temporarily saves images, scripts, and other webpage elements while you surf
on the Internet. By preventing your web browser from removing cache items, you can increase the page loading time next time
you access websites. However, you should take into consideration that storing large cache data may occupy a lot of space on
your disk. Clean feature lineup You are welcomed by a minimalist window that allows you to apply the configuration settings
with a single click. All setup options are integrated in single window so they are basically placed at your fingertips. Although the
dedicated parameters look highly intuitive, there’s support for a help manual in case you have additional questions about the
program’s capabilities. Keep your Firefox cache Firefox Cache Protector gives you the possibility to enable the real-time cache
protection mode so you can prevent Firefox from wiping out the cache. What’s more, you are allowed to create a backup of your
cache each month automatically, start the program at Windows startup, as well as generate manual backups which can be
restored in the future. Tests have shown that Firefox Cache Protector carries out a task quickly and without errors. It does not
eat up a lot of CPU and memory so you can keep it running in the background without worrying that it hampers your computer’s
performance. Bottom line To sum thing up, Firefox Cache Protector delivers a fast, simple, and efficient software solution for
helping you load Firefox webpages faster. The intuitive design makes it suitable for rookies and professionals alike. Firefox
Cache Protector Review by: AntivirusCompare.com is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an
affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to
Amazon.com.Hot Topics: Yearly Watch: The 10 best catches of 2015 By New Mexico Sports Information Posted: 03/20/2016
10:56:33 PM MDT Yeremiah Bell, Bears wide receiver. (Getty Images) If you want the best stat of the year, it's this: Last
season, NFL wide receivers caught 88 percent of the passes thrown to them. In 2015, that number was 89.5 percent. Go figure.
As catches become easier, they will become more
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Firefox Cache Protector is a lightweight Windows application designed specifically for helping you restrict Firefox from
deleting its cache. The browse cache temporarily saves images, scripts, and other webpage elements while you surf on the
Internet. By preventing your web browser from removing cache items, you can increase the page loading time next time you
access websites. However, you should take into consideration that storing large cache data may occupy a lot of space on your
disk. Clean feature lineup You are welcomed by a minimalist window that allows you to apply the configuration settings with a
single click. All setup options are integrated in single window so they are basically placed at your fingertips. Although the
dedicated parameters look highly intuitive, there’s support for a help manual in case you have additional questions about the
program’s capabilities. Keep your Firefox cache Firefox Cache Protector gives you the possibility to enable the real-time cache
protection mode so you can prevent Firefox from wiping out the cache. What’s more, you are allowed to create a backup of your
cache each month automatically, start the program at Windows startup, as well as generate manual backups which can be
restored in the future. Tests have shown that Firefox Cache Protector carries out a task quickly and without errors. It does not
eat up a lot of CPU and memory so you can keep it running in the background without worrying that it hampers your computer’s
performance. Bottom line To sum thing up, Firefox Cache Protector delivers a fast, simple, and efficient software solution for
helping you load Firefox webpages faster. The intuitive design makes it suitable for rookies and professionals alike.The
statement that most Indians get ‘iron rice,’ but not ‘iron rice’ is only a misnomer. The term ‘iron rice’ and the concept itself is a
misnomer. Iron rice is nothing but a slogan that is made to draw attention. Iron rice is a myth – not a thing – and has been used
to make a point for many, many years. Let’s start with the term itself. Iron rice does not have iron in it. This is one of those
instances where it is easier to say what it doesn’t have than what it does. No, ‘iron rice’ is not iron. So why do we say that? Why
is the term iron rice used? Well, that too is a misnomer. Iron rice was supposedly first made by

What's New in the Firefox Cache Protector?

• Cache Protector is an application designed specifically for helping you restrict your web browser, Firefox, from deleting its
cache • The application can be launched with a single click • Supports both real-time cache protection mode and backup option
• Has a help manual in case you have questions • Allows to increase Firefox browsing time, whether you are using it on a PC or
a smartphone • Helps to keep your web browser running fast and without errors • Does not occupy much space on your disk,
making it suitable for low-specs systems Description: Real time cache protectors is designed to protect the cache data in the disk
by deleting the existing cache files when there are expired. Its name and function indicate that it will protect the expired cache
files, as well as the current cache files. Moreover, you can also protect the cache files in the specified directories. Main features:
1. Can be activated to protect the Cache automatically in the current location without the cache files. 2. You can prevent Firefox
cache wiping out from the program interface. 3. The program will delete the cache files in the following directories: •
C:/Documents and Settings/YourUsername/Local Settings/Temporary Internet Files/Cache/Web Pages/ •
C:/Users/YourUsername/AppData/Local/Google/Chrome/User Data/Default/Cache/ •
C:/Users/YourUsername/AppData/Local/Google/Chrome/User Data/Default/Cache/ •
C:/Users/YourUsername/AppData/Local/Google/Chrome/User Data/Default/Cache/ •
C:/Users/YourUsername/AppData/Local/Google/Chrome/User Data/Default/Cache/ 4. The cache files protected by the
program can be restored by the program interface. 5. The program is free of charge and you don't need to pay a monthly fee.
The following functions can be activated by the program: • Basic options • Temporarily clear the cache files and prevent them
from being permanently deleted. • Restricted cache folder • Specify the excluded cache files. • Ability to specify the amount of
cache protected • Ability to specify the amount of time for which the cache file protected by the program will be available to
the web browser • Ability to specify the days in a week on which the cache file protected by the program will be available to the
web browser. • Ability to exclude the cache files in the cache folder you specify. • Option to receive the program notifications •
Detailed account information in the "About" window. • The program can be launched by the following method: &bull
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System Requirements For Firefox Cache Protector:

DirectX 8 graphics card compatible with Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Processor: Intel Core i3 Processor: Intel Core i5
Processor: Intel Core i7 Memory: 4 GB RAM Storage: 4 GB available space Additional Notes: This title requires an internet
connection for online play AVAILABLE AT GAME PICKUP: FULL PATCH This game requires the full patch. AVAILABLE
AT RELEASE:
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